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"I dealt directly with Max Orbach and wouldn’t hesitate to contact
him in the future. Max went above and beyond for me and I
couldn’t hold him in higher regard. He is extremely passionate,
professional and knowledgeable in his field"
(The Legal 500, 2023)

 0345 272 5729       max.orbach@freeths.co.uk

Max Orbach is a Managing Associate in our Birmingham office and has more than 6 years’ experience in private
wealth disputes, specialising in contentious trust and probate cases.

Max has experience in handling complex cases, including cross border disputes and multi-million-pound estates.
Max acts for claimants and defendants in a wide range of claims, ranging from claims brought under the
Inheritance (Provision for Family and Dependants) Act 1975, trust claims and Will validity disputes to claims
relating to beneficial interests in land and property.

Max has been praised by clients for his empathetic approach and for being calm under pressure. His aim is to
take away the stress of litigation during what is often and emotional and challenging time.

Max is listed as an Associate to Watch in the 2022 Chambers High Net Worth rankings for Private Wealth
Disputes. Max is listed as a Recommended Lawyer and recognised as a Rising Star in the Legal 500 (2023
edition).

Max has completed the ACTAPS Associate Membership Course. Max also delivers training seminars for local Law
Societies and solicitors and at our annual conference hosted with 5 Stone Buildings.
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Contentious Probate Solicitors

Selected Cases

Acted for the professional administrator of a multi-million-pound estate which included a 50%
shareholding in a successful private company. Investigated and pursued a claim that a shareholders
agreement, entered into by the Deceased in her lifetime, should be set aside on the basis it allowed one of
her children to purchase her shareholding at a significant undervalue. Obtained expert valuation evidence
and brokered a settlement between the Deceased’s children that allowed the shares to be purchased at
an appropriate value.
Successfully pursued a Will challenge on the grounds that the Deceased did not have the required
testamentary capacity or knowledge and approval of the contents of her Will. Obtained a very favourable
settlement for the client after issuing proceedings.
Acted for the administrator and beneficiary of a multi-million-pound estate in four separate sets of legal
proceedings. Successfully defended claims under the Inheritance (Provision for Family and Dependants)
Act 1975, a claim to propound a forged will and a claim in the Court of Appeal by the deceased’s
cohabiting partner for a greater beneficial interest in the deceased’s property.

Court of Protection Disputes

The Court of Protection makes decisions about financial and welfare matters for those who lack mental capacity
to look after their own affairs. However, sometimes people can disagree over a particular course of action in
relation to a decision made on behalf of the protected person (‘P’).

Max deals with resolving a number of disputes that arise though Court of Protection work, including

Contesting applications to appoint or remove Attorney’s / Deputies
Disputes of how P’s finances should be managed
Abuse of power by an Attorney

Selected Cases

Representing a concerned family member in a complaint to the OPG regarding serious financial
misconduct by an Attorney, including accessing P’s funds without proper purpose. This matter was
referred to the OPG to produce a report
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